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Subject Preferences and Psychological Implications of Portable Oxygen
Concentrator versus Compressed Oxygen Cylinder in Chronic
Lung Disease
Pasquale Moretta, Antonio Molino, Michele Martucci, Salvatore Fuschillo, Alberto De Felice,
Pietro Guida, Andrea Motta, Michele Vitacca, and Mauro Maniscalco

BACKGROUND: Oxygen therapy represents the elective therapy to improve the quality of life for
patients with chronic respiratory diseases like COPD and interstitial lung disease. Lightweight portable oxygen concentrators (POCs) are a valid alternative to traditional systems such as portable
compressed oxygen cylinders. However, patient preference and the possible psychological implications related to the use of both devices have been poorly assessed. We sought to evaluate patient
preference between the ambulatory oxygen systems (ie, a POC or a small cylinder) for patients
with COPD and interstitial lung disease experiencing exertional desaturation in a rehabilitation setting. Furthermore, the use of one device in comparison with the other was related to specific mechanical characteristics and related to perceived quality of life, anxiety, and depressive symptoms.
METHODS: 30 subjects with COPD and interstitial lung disease, who demonstrated exertional
desaturation on room air during 6-min walk test (6MWT), were recruited. Each subject performed 2 6MWTs, in random order: one breathing oxygen via a POC and one with a portable
compressed oxygen cylinder. Both devices were set up to ensure oxyhemoglobin saturation
between 92% and 95% during the 6MWTs. All subjects completed a questionnaire assessing
anxiety, depression, and quality of life. Each device was randomly assigned to each subject for 1
week, and then replaced with the other in the following week. At the end of the trial period, all
subjects completed a questionnaire evaluating several aspects of the oxygen therapy devices.
RESULTS: There were no significant differences in oxygen saturation or the mean distances
achieved during the 6MWTs between the 2 portable oxygen devices. The subjects expressed
greater preference for the POC (73.3%), basing their choice mainly on ease of transport and
lower weight. Subjects’ age also correlated with preferences: younger subjects were more negatively focused on the weight of the portable compressed oxygen cylinder, whereas older subjects
considered the POC easier to manage. No significant differences in preferences were present
between COPD and interstitial lung disease. CONCLUSIONS: The POC and the portable compressed oxygen cylinder performed in a comparable manner during 6MWT for subjects with
COPD and interstitial lung disease and exertional desaturation. Subjects preferred the POC
because it was associated with better mobility. Key words: ambulatory oxygen; long-term oxygen therapy; portable oxygen concentrator; rehabilitation. [Respir Care 0;0(0):1–. © 0 Daedalus Enterprises]

Many patients with severe chronic respiratory diseases
such as COPD and interstitial lung disease develop

hypoxemia during exercise or sleep, and, as the disease progresses, this can also occur at rest.1 Exercise-induced oxyhemoglobin desaturation favors the exercise breathlessness
and exercise limitation often observed in patients with both
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COPD and interstitial lung disease, therefore reducing
autonomy and life satisfaction and negatively affecting
their quality of life (QOL).2 Domiciliary long-term oxygen
therapy (LTOT) is an important option for patients with
chronic hypoxemia and COPD. It seems to reduce exertional dyspnea and improves exercise performance, oxygen
saturation, and survival, although conflicting results have
also been reported.3-5
Although it is unclear what mechanisms underlie the survival benefit of LTOT (eg, possibly improved oxygenation
with reduced hypoxemia), patients are positively affected
when the supplemental oxygen achieves a PaO2 > 60 mm
Hg for $ 15 h/d.6 As a consequence, the issue of LTOT
prescription adherence is of utmost importance. In general,
patients’ adherence to LTOT prescription is suboptimal and
influenced by a number of factors such as disease severity,
acceptance of treatment, patient education, and availability
of suitable ambulatory devices.7 Patients are often reluctant
to adhere to LTOT treatment, and significant depressive
symptoms or depression associated with disease are highly
prevalent in these patients.7 In addition, LTOT has been
associated with increased feelings of anxiety and shame,
potentially leading to social isolation and restrictions in
activities in daily life.8
Various devices (eg, gaseous oxygen, liquid oxygen, and
oxygen concentrators), each with advantages and disadvantages, are available to deliver LTOT, generally via a nasal
cannula.9 Liquid oxygen combines a large stationary unit
with a small portable compressed oxygen cylinder (referred
to as a small cylinder), allowing the patient to leave home
while using supplementary oxygen. Portable liquid oxygen
and gaseous oxygen-delivery devices have drawbacks,
mainly related to their dependence on a delivery service.
Compared to gaseous oxygen, patients prefer liquid oxygen
because it lasts longer, filling the canister is simpler, and
the portable system is easier to carry due to a lighter
weight.
Recently, various portable oxygen concentrators (POCs)
have emerged as an alternative to liquid oxygen devices.10
POCs draw air through a zeolite material to absorb nitrogen
and provide 95% 6 3% oxygen to the patient, and, unlike
liquid oxygen devices, they do not need to be refilled.10 As
a consequence, oxygen therapy can be performed where
and when patients want, the only constraint being the
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QUICK LOOK
Current knowledge
Several studies have compared lightweight portable oxygen concentrators (POCs) with traditional portable systems such as compressed oxygen cylinders. However,
patient preference and the possible psychological implications related to the use of both devices have not been
assessed.
What this paper contributes to our knowledge
In subjects with chronic respiratory failure and exercise desaturation, performance of portable oxygen
concentrators and compressed oxygen cylinders was
comparable during the 6-min walk test. The portable
oxygen concentrator was preferred over the compressed oxygen cylinder due to the greater mobility
allowed by this device.
availability of an electricity source to recharge the battery
with a frequency depending on the flow setting, breathing
frequency, and battery age. These advantages can positively
impact patient adherence and QOL.
The literature data on direct comparisons between POC
and liquid oxygen devices is limited, and current guidelines
on domiciliary oxygen therapy do not give indications on
the choice of the delivery device.11 Furthermore, patient
preference for available devices and the impact on QOL
have not been carefully assessed.10,12
The aim of this study was to evaluate subject preference
between 2 ambulatory oxygen systems (POC vs small cylinder) in subjects with chronic COPD and interstitial lung
disease presenting with exertional desaturation, and to evaluate whether the use of one device or the other was related
to differences in perceived QOL and other psychological
measures.
Methods
Study Design
A randomized crossover study was conducted at the
rehabilitative pneumology unit of ICS Maugeri of Telese
Terme (Benevento, Italy). The study population was
recruited in the Department of Respiratory Rehabilitation.
Patients with COPD and interstitial lung disease with or
without resting hypoxemia, but with exertional desaturation (defined as change in mean arterial saturation $ 4%
or nadir of 88% on room air during the 6MWT) who were
admitted into the pulmonary rehabilitation program were
eligible for this study. To be included in the study, subjects had to be clinically stable in the previous 4 weeks,
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without comorbidities that interfered with ambulation.
None of the subjects were using any type of oxygen therapy before enrollment. The study was approved by the
local hospital ethics committee.
We selected a locally available POC with good oxygendelivery capacity and portability features (SimplyGo Mini,
Respironics, Murrysville, Pennsylvania) and the following
technical characteristics: weight, 2.3 kg; height, 23.9 cm;
noise level, 43 dB. The compressed oxygen cylinders used
were CH-type with a weight of 4.2 kg, a volume of 470 L,
and a height of 52 cm. Additional weight was added to the
POC to match the weight of the oxygen cylinder.
Eligible subjects performed 3 6MWTs over 2 consecutive days. The tests were conducted by senior clinicians
according to current guidelines (Fig. 1). On Day 1, a
6MWT was performed while breathing room air to determine subjects’ eligibility. Subjects performed a second session on the following day. On Day 2, subjects had an
arterial blood gas taken on room air after a 30-min rest.
Then subjects undertook 2 6MWTs, one with a compressed
oxygen cylinder and the other with the SimplyGo Mini
POC carried on the shoulder, in random order as determined using sealed envelopes. Between tests, subjects
rested for at least 30 min breathing room air prior to
switching to the alternate device for the second test. The
lowest SpO2 value, maximum heart rate, and the distance
walked were recorded during the 6MWT. Dyspnea and fatigue were measured using the 10-point Borg scale before
the start and at the end of each test. After the 6MWTs were
completed, the compressed oxygen cylinder and the
SimplyGo Mini device were assigned in random order to
the subjects for one week and then alternated for the second week. At the end of the trial period, all subjects completed a questionnaire evaluating several aspects of oxygen
therapy devices. Psychological measures of QOL, anxiety,
and depression were assessed on Day 1, while subjects’
preferences were measured at the end of the study.
6-Min Walk Test
The 6MWT was performed according to American
Thoracic Society recommendations.13 The test was performed in a 15-m, air-conditioned hospital corridor.
Subjects were instructed to walk as far as possible in 6
min. The walk was limited by symptoms, so subjects
were allowed to stop, if necessary, but they were asked to
continue again after resting.
Oxygen saturation (SpO2 ) and heart rate were monitored
throughout the test via a finger electrode (SIMS-BCI 3303,
Waukesha, Wisconsin). Before and at the end of the test,
SpO2 , heart rate, and blood pressure values were recorded.
The minimum SpO2 value recorded at the end of 6MWT was
considered in the analysis. Subjects were asked to rate their
dyspnea and fatigue both at the beginning and at the end of
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Fig. 1. Flow chart. ILD ¼ interstitial lung disease; ABG ¼ arterial
blood gas; 6MWT ¼ 6-min walk test; POC ¼ portable oxygen
concentrator.

the test using the modified Borg CR10 scale.14 The distance
covered during the 6MWT was expressed in meters.
A 6MWT was performed while breathing ambient air at
baseline to ascertain exercise desaturation. The subjects
performed 2 further 6MWTs on 2 consecutive days, one
using the small cylinder and the other using the POC. The
settings for the small cylinder (expressed in L/min) and
those for the POC (expressed as a numerical level between
1 and 5) are not comparable, so the devices were set so that
subjects could maintain an oxygen saturation between 92%
and 95% during the 6MWTs.
Subject Preference
Subject preference was assessed with a structured questionnaire that explored subjects’ experiences with each device (Fig. 2). The questionnaire was administrated by a
physician and included 5 questions related to several
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Evaluation on the use of Oxygen Cylinder or Portable Oxygen Concentrator

Please score the number that best represent your opinion about the several characteristics of the devise
based on your experience.

Noise

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 – 8 – 9 – 10
Low

Weight

High

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 – 8 – 9 – 10
Low

High

Ease of management (i.e., ease in managing technical aspects such as oxygen charging and
supply)
1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 – 8 – 9 – 10
Easy

Ease of carry (portablity)

Difficult

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 – 8 – 9 – 10
Easy

Overall preference

Difficult

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 – 8 – 9 – 10
Positive

Negative

Fig. 2. Structured questionnaire that explored subjects’ experience with each device.

aspects of the device: noise, weight, ease of management
(ie, ease in managing technical aspects such as oxygen
charging and supply), ease of carrying (ie, portability), and
overall preference. Each question had a score ranging from
1 to 10, with 1 indicating the best preference and 10 indicating the worst.
Psychological Measures and QOL
Anxiety and depression were assessed by means of the
Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS), which is
widely used in rehabilitation settings 15 and consists of 14
items, 7 of which are for the anxiety subscale (HADS
Anxiety) and 7 of which are for the depression subscale
(HADS Depression). Each item is scored on a response
scale ranging between 0 and 3. After adjusting for 6 items
that are reverse-scored, all responses are summed to obtain
the 2 subscales. Scores ranging between 8 and 10 indicate
doubtful cases, while scores $ 11 indicate clinically relevant cases.16 A cutoff score $ 8 can be considered as the
optimal score for both sensitivity and specificity.17

QOL was assessed by means of the Satisfaction Profiles
questionnaire (SAT-P). SAT-P is a reliable and valid tool to
evaluate satisfaction profile of daily life, and it can be considered an indicator of subjective QOL.18 SAT-P quantitatively measures the cognitive product of the comparison
between ideal life and reality. It consists of 32 items exploring several aspects of daily life. The subject is asked to evaluate, on a 10-cm, horizontal visual analog scale, satisfaction
with reference to the last month, independent of the objective
health status. The SAT-P provides 32 individual scores and 5
factor scores ranging from 0 (lowest level of satisfaction) to
100 (highest level of satisfaction). The 5 factors are psychological functionality; physical functionality; work functionality; sleep, nutrition, and hobbies; and social functionality.
Statistical Analysis
Continuous variables were reported as mean 6 SD
or median (interquartile range). Categorical data were
described as frequencies and percentage. Prevalence of
anxiety and depression symptoms in the study sample were
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calculated using standardized cutoff scores. Differences
for the paired variables were tested with the Wilcoxon
matched-pairs signed ranks test. Correlations were evaluated with the nonparametric cograduation Spearman’s
coefficient (rho). P < .05 was considered statistically significant. All analyses were conducted using STATA 14
(StataCorp, College Station, Texas).
Results
Thirty subjects (27 men and 3 female) were included in
this study. Demographic and clinical characteristics of the
T1,AQ:G subjects are shown in Table 1. Mean age was 65 6 11 y.
The compressed oxygen cylinder delivered oxygen with
continuous flow set at 2.0 6 0.5 L/min, whereas the POC
under test delivered a pulse flow on their setting of a mean
of 3.0 6 0.5 L/min.
Table 1.

Demographic and Clinical Characteristics of Subjects

Patients
Sex (F/M)
Age, y
COPD
Interstitial lung disease
Body mass index, kg/m2
FEV1, L
FEV1, %
FVC, L
FVC, %
FEV1/FVC

30
3/27
65 6 11
23
7
32 6 10
1.6 6 0.3
50 6 19
2.5 6 0.5
76 6 15
53 6 21

Data are expressed as numbers or means 6 SD.

Table 2.

Functional Parameters
Mean SpO2 values observed at baseline and during
6MWTs with oxygen supplied by the small cylinder and
the POC under test were not statistically different (P >
.05). Likewise, the distance covered during the 6MWT
registered while using the small cylinder and the POC
under test were not statistically significant (P > .05). Borg
scores for both dyspnea and fatigue post-walk between the
devices were not significantly different. All comparisons
are reported in Table 2. Three and four subjects had to stop
and rest during 6MWT while using the POC under test and
the small cylinder, respectively.
Subject Preferences
A higher preference for the SimplyGo Mini (ie, a lower
score than with the small cylinder) was detected in 15
(50%) subjects for the question about ease of management,
1 (3%) subject for noisiness, 27 (90%) subjects for weight
and ease of carry, and 23 (76.7%) subjects for the overall
preference. With the exception of noisiness, a significantly
better score was observed for the SimplyGo Mini than for
the small cylinder in all questions and in overall preference
(Table 2). The magnitude of preference for the SimplyGo
Mini than the small cylinder (ie, the difference between
scores) significantly correlated with ease of management
and ease of carry (rho ¼ 0.38, P ¼ .041), ease of management and overall preference (rho ¼ 0.59, P ¼ .001), weight
and ease of carry (rho ¼ 0.72, P < .001), weight and overall
preference (rho ¼ 0.45, P ¼ .01), and ease of carry and
overall preference (rho ¼ 0.76, P < .001). Among demographic and clinical variables, a younger age showed a

Scores as a Function of 2 Devices
Portable Oxygen Concentrator

Small Oxygen Cylinder

Difference*

238 (206–295)
97 (97–98)
92 (92–93)
72 (64–82)
98 (89–103)
16 (14–17)
24 (20–25)
1 (1–2)
4 (3–6)

228 (210–265)
97 (96–98)
92 (92–93)
70 (67–78)
101 (94–107)
15 (14–17)
23 (22–24)
2 (1–3)
6 (4–7)

14 (–20 to 31)
0 (–1 to 1)
0 (–1 to 1)
0 (–2 to 7)
0 (–7 to 7)
0 (–1 to 1)
0 (–2 to 1)
–1 (–2 to 0)
–1 (–2 to 0)

Meters
Initial SpO2 , %
Final SpO2 , %
Initial cardiac frequency, beats/min
Final cardiac frequency, beats/min
Initial breathing frequency, breaths/min
Final breathing frequency, breaths/min
Initial dyspnea
Final dyspnea
Subject preference
Ease of management
Noisiness
Weight
Ease of carry
Overall preference

2 (1–2)
4 (3–5)
1 (1–2)
1 (1–2)
2 (1–2)

2 (1–4)
1 (1–2)
4 (3–5)
4 (3–5)
4 (3–5)

–1 (–2 to 0)
3 (1 to 4)
–3 (–4 to –2)
–3 (–4 to –2)
–2 (–3 to –1)

P
.12
.92
.88
.35
.91
.50
.23
.07
.056
.02
< .001
< .001
< .001
< .001

Data are presented as median (interquartile range). Patient preference question had a score ranging from 1 (best preference) to 10 (the worst).
* Difference between portable oxygen concentrator and small oxygen cylinder.
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Table 3.

Correlations Between HADS Subscales and 5-Question Preferences Questionnaire
Portable Oxygen Concentrator

Small Oxygen Cylinder

Subject Preference
Questionnaire

Age

HADS Anxiety

HADS Depression

Age

HADS Anxiety

HADS Depression

Noise
Weight
Ease of management
Ease of carry
Overall preference

0.19
0.55*
0.48*
0.50*
0.51*

0.20
0.09
0.21
0.06
0.28

0.17
0.16
0.34
0.16
0.24

0.14
–0.57*
0.40*
–0.49*
–0.46*

0.35
0.09
0.34
0.10
0.10

0.24
0.03
0.11
0.13
0.16

Data presented as Spearman’s coefficients.
* P < .05.

significant correlation with better preference for the
SimplyGo Mini than for the small cylinder (difference
between scores within patient) in terms of ease of management, weight, ease of carrying, and overall preference
(Table 3).
Age was correlated with judgment about weight, ease
to carry (portability), and overall preference for the small
cylinder (Table 3). In particular, younger subjects judged
more negatively the weight and the ease to carry (portability) of the small cylinder than older subjects did. On the
contrary, age was correlated positively with ease of management scores for the POC under test (Spearman’s rho ¼
0.40, P ¼ .03). In particular, older subjects considered the
POC under test easier to manage than younger subjects
did. There were no significant differences in preferences
between subjects with COPD and those with interstitial
lung disease.
Psychological Measures and QOL
At baseline, 18 (60%) subjects showed clinically relevant
symptoms of anxiety (scores on HADS anxiety subscale
greater than the cutoff value), and 13 (43%) subjects had
depression symptoms (scores on HADS depression subscale greater than the cutoff value). With respect to QOL
measures, mean SAT-P subscale scores at study entry were
63% on psychological functionality; 34% on physical functionality; 57% on work functionality among 9 subjects who
still worked; 56% on sleep, nutrition, and hobbies; and 37%
on social functionality. The single-item analysis among
SAT-P subscales showed lower scores on item 8 (mean
score of 22% on physical mobility) and on item 18 (mean
score of 23% on psychological autonomy).
The analysis of correlations between HADS subscales
and SAT-P factor scores indicated that anxiety was correlated with the physical functionality subscale (rho ¼ 0.58,
P ¼ .001), whereas the depression subscale scores were
correlated with both the physical functionality subscale of
SAT-P (rho ¼ –0.82, P < .001) and the social functionality
subscale of SAT-P (rho ¼ –0.58, P ¼ .001). No association

was found between HADS subscales and scores on the 5question preferences questionnaire (Table 3).
Discussion
To maximize the therapeutic benefits of ambulatory oxygen therapy, it is of paramount importance to ensure patient
adherence in addition to adequate oxygenation. In this
study, we explored the preferences of patients for 2 portable
oxygen devices (ie, the small cylinder and the POC) in the
rehabilitation setting. Subjects had respiratory impairment
of composite etiologies, but all were characterized by exercise desaturation. A high proportion of subjects preferred
the POC under test. Comparisons between scores on a questionnaire assessing preferences indicated that the POC
under test was favored over the small cylinder in all of the
examined aspects, with the exception of device noisiness.
In general, the POC under test was considered easier to
manage (eg, recharging oxygen and assumption of oxygen),
easier to transport, and lighter than the small cylinder. This
preference did not depend upon the functional efficacy of
oxygen delivery but was mainly based on a perceived better
portability, possibly because, unlike the small cylinder, the
POC is form fitting and designed for patient comfort. In
fact, functional parameters about oxygen delivery clearly
showed that the 2 devices delivered similar performance.
Furthermore, the POC under test was perceived as lighter
than the small cylinder, even though they are comparable in
weight. The association between age and device preference
represents the main result of our study. In particular, age
seemed to influence the perception of the small cylinder
weight. Older subjects considered the weight of the small
cylinder more negatively than younger subjects. With
regard to the perception of efficiency in oxygen supply, the
2 devices were considered similar.
Age also influenced the perception of ease of management. Older subjects tended to consider the management of
the POC to be easier, while they considered the small cylinder to be heavier and more difficult to transport. These
characteristics are likely considered to be of paramount
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importance because one of the main limitations that affects
QOL in patients with COPD is a dramatic reduction in mobility, as demonstrated by lower scores on physical mobility and social functionality subscales on the SAT-P.
Moreover, these 2 features correlated with the presence of
clinically relevant symptoms of anxiety and depression.
With regard to these psychological symptoms, our sample
showed a non-negligible presence of psychological distress
and a reduced self-perceived QOL, which is in line with
previous studies, mainly affecting mobility and psychological and functional independence.2,8 Independent of the level
of psychological distress, subjects highly preferred the
POC under test most likely because it was considered a
promising tool to enhance mobility and QOL.
Guidelines recommend that patients needing LTOT who
regularly go outside should be provided with a mobile oxygen-delivery device to improve their QOL.9 Indeed, LTOT
supplied with ambulatory delivery devices increases the adherence of patients to treatment and allows them to participate more meaningfully in outdoor activities than those
with stationary sources.19
Today, technological innovations have made different
devices available to patients in need of LTOT. However,
patient preference for a device, and whether it increases adherence or improves psychological condition, has received
little attention. This aspect is of importance because, despite the positive effects of oxygen therapy, patient adherence to treatment remains an important problem. In a study
involving subjects with COPD receiving LTOT, 59.2%
reported nonadherence to treatment due to difficulties in
the use during physical activity and to social stigma and
fear of side effects.20 The reasons behind patients’ suboptimal adherence to LTOT include discomfort in being seen
in public while receiving oxygen because it implies a smoking-related illness, as well as a fear of addiction and local
side effects such as nasal dryness, nasal bleeding, dizziness,
etc.
To maximize the therapeutic benefits of ambulatory oxygen therapy, it is important to ensure patient adherence in
addition to adequate oxygenation. POC is a valid alternative because it is free of constraints, has fewer safety risks,
and offers more autonomy during travel; in addition,
although the initial acquisition costs are high, these costs
are quickly amortized over time. In this study, 48% of subjects declared their intent to use POC under test regularly in
everyday life.
The small cylinder and the POC have different technical characteristics, such as flow (ie, continuous vs
pulsed), the concentration of oxygen delivered (100% vs
85–95%), among others, which must be considered before
prescription.21,22 The dose settings on a POC, frequently
labeled in numerals, do not correspond directly to flows
delivered by the small cylinder, typically expressed in
L/min.22 Furthermore, due to differences in respiratory
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dynamic response to exercise, a POC may be suitable for
a patient with COPD but not for a patient with pulmonary
fibrosis.
Some potential limitations of our study need to be discussed. First, the number of subjects was small and may not
reflect the range of patients with COPD and interstitial lung
disease. However, we included subjects with different types
of interstitial lung disease and diverse levels of lung function impairment in COPD. Second, the case-mix was unbalanced with regard to gender because our sample was
predominantly male. However, previous studies on comparisons between LTOT devices did not show significant
effects of gender on subjects’ preferences.10,12 Third, we
used only one POC, and the findings from this study should
not be generalized to other types of POCs, given that different POCs vary significantly in their technical specifications.
More importantly, we evaluated only subjects with a low
oxygen requirement, and adequate oxygenation during the
6MWT was achieved using either the POC under test or the
oxygen cylinder. This may be not applicable to other
patients where the available sources of ambulatory oxygen
therapy may be inadequate to meet the increased oxygen
demands during physical activity.
Conclusions
Patient preference for an oxygen therapy device is an
important factor that can affect adherence and psychological status and encourage active involvement in outdoor
social activities. However, the prescription of a specific
device should be individualized and validated by an ambulatory walk test to establish whether the oxygen delivered is sufficient to correct the patient’s desaturation
during exercise and to determine effective settings. Future
studies with larger samples and with a longitudinal
approach may help clinicians understand the associations
between variables involved in adherence to LTOT and oxygen-delivery devices and their effects on QOL and psychological distress.
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